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About This Game

Platform meets racing

Take control of a super fast ship and face challenges on short tracks. Master the controls to overcome deadly obstacles that will
leave you no rest! We made more than 30 different types of vicious traps, just to be sure you can face a sweet new challenge on

every level!

Face the truth about your skills
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Beat the 60 levels and then try again! Get the green caps and complete the hard challenges to unlock the 15 super insane ninja
style hard levels. But you can still give up at any time ... if you only like doing the easy stuff ...

Features

Leaderboards & stats - to show off on twitter

Time attack - A community ready to challenge your best score on every level

Side objectives and hard levels - Replayability for the true warriors

Motivational advices - That will change your life forever

A sense of fulfillment - Like none you had before
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Title: Stay Safe
Genre: Action, Racing
Developer:
Atomic Raccoon Studio
Publisher:
Atomic Raccoon Studio
Release Date: 22 May, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo 2.3 GHz or AMD Athlon X2 2.5 GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 8800GT or AMD Radeon HD 3830

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 2 GB available space

Additional Notes: Specs are in testing and will be revised

English
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A good Anime game you worth to buy!!! (Need a good PC)
Buy this game and save "Yui"

This PC version graphic can compare to the PS4 version which is very good looking field.
THis graphic engine quite old which the "Fatal Bullet" released on early of 2018 will using the new engine to develop .

BEST ANIME SERIES GAME EVER I RUN ON PC !!!!

I'm a big fans of SAO series.I have the Limited Edition for the PS version . After I saw the PC version released just few days
ago I just buy it without thinking .. This game made me question whether I was on steriods or not to begin with. Light touch
shots don't work, and trying to do anything above a slight tap will result in the shuttle going flying out the court! (Short serves
are doomed to fail until you get the hang of it's strength idea)

The physics could use some work, and the "Out" or "In" sign seems to blend with the audience sometimes, but for a newly
released game as of today, can't really fault the small issues when there is no competition for vr badminton currently! However a
few rules could be put into place still, the ability to flick the shuttle to the centre of your side of the court (where the player auto
goes back to) allows you to smash a shot that you've already hit. Clearly in a game where you're only allowed one touch that isn't
meant to be allowed. You can put your racquet straight through the net and in some cases hit the shuttle before it reaches your
own side, it would be nice to see those as fouls in the game.

The update for the AI truly makes this game a lot more replayable, with the legendary allowing for a real selection of shot
choice training since the character will ultimately return the vast majority of shots given to it! The pro setting feels like a fun
update to the previous AI but gives the impression of a massive jump to the higher stage. However the fact alone that a
difficulty option is now in place makes this game so much better than it previously was, and I'm happy to say the developers are
truly taking on the feedback from their players and really trying to make a game that can be enjoyed over and over again.

The art is beautiful and although the audience looks seethrough it gives of a cool effect.

I would still say the price tag is a tad high for the current game, but with this new update it seems like a promise from the
developer that the game will continue to be worked on and not ignored like most games on steam now a days after a profit
begins to show! Thanks FiveStarGames!. The best part of the game is Neil Gaiman's narration at the very start. The game itself,
sorry to say, is rather boring.. repetitive turns boring. I've not played it nearly as much as I should have, but it's a wonderful, very
personal city builder. It operates on a relatively small scale that helps you understand the settlement's workings without a barrage
of information and clutter, but also puts you in touch with your little Egyptian dudes. I'm no expert on the genre, but I've never
gotten a better sense of a living, breathing place than I have in Children of the Nile.. I enjoyed it at the beginning as I struggled
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through the combat...but meeting the final boss 108 times was just a bit too much. (The dragon keeps coming back from the
dead and unless you're in the right spot with the right character types you're basically doomed.)
Basically, just not worth it.. While not a exactly "game" per se, it's still a really good whatever-this-is.

Basically, you play as an ordinary rectangle on a journey become a spiritual rectangle. On the way to rectangle-enlightenment
you have to dodge blue things, press down on several squares (as enlightenment is only for the rectangles!) and collect red
motivational fortune cookies floating around the place. You even have to go swimming in the Sea of something-something
Spirituality. And when I say swim, I mean more like jump on the water as the rectangle Jesus you gradually become by taking in
all the floating fortune cookie advice.

Yeah.. Well, I know this all sounds really, really daft, but it's actually surprisingly good. What really makes this game (sure, why
not..) is the atmosphere it creates. The music is nothing short of incredible, and it far exceeded what I'd expect from a weird $3
indie game. The incredibly well-produced music in combination with the lighting (yeah, belive it or not) makes this game a neat
experience. And while the inspirational advice from the motivational fortune cookies can be kinda cheesy from time to time,
the games overall feel and atmosphere makes this barely noticable.

So, concidering that this game costs next to nothing, it's easily worth the money, even if this is not your typical kind of game.
And do yourself a favor: play the game with headphones (good ones) to really experience the music. That's by far the best part.

10\/10 - would rectangle again!. graphic set to simple,then turned "shadows" on, FPS<10

Do I need a better graphic card for play this game? Idon't think so.

AMD Radeon HD 7790. Short. but lovely and relaxing!. Great puzzle platformer. Puzzle and platform are equally importnant in
the game, both skill and brains will be needed to beat it and even more so to complete all the secret levels.
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this game isnt as bad as people say it is, with the exception of the bat not being properly set and the grenade being a death trap
gamble. As far as the difficulty, the dev does warn you at the beginning and multiple times on the store page, it is very hard, but
keeping that in mind i suggest playing insane mode for like a few hours then switching over to hard mode, it makes it much
more easy. Try not to kill anything unless you have to, or its a safe (wont get you cornered) kill, risk in this game can get you
killed easily, so avoid it, however if you are going to take risky moves, may i suggest skating diagonally, for some reason this
reduces the chance the zombies will hit you, as long as your quick enough. If you are going to kill, make sure you use a weapon
that only takes 1 to 3 shots, I.E. a shotgun or some assault rifles, that being said there is a level up system to increase damage
and health, and plenty of food to make healing items, which evventually you will have a ton of, if you play strategically. Do not
go for an item, that leads you down a path to a dead end, which can allow the zombies to stack up.

Now for the actual review, the game has its share of bugs, and the controls are skatey, but with practice they become managable,
so its not broken to the point of not being able to play. The graphics are rpgmaker, what more can i say....the music is quite nice,
and if you turn off the music, it gives it a nice creepy vibe. The story, is pretty standard for a zombie game.

I would recommend this game on sale at least 50% off...at current price its a no due to its bugs, but if the dev came back and
fixed them, i would say full price.

DO NOT BUY THIS GAME UNLESS YOU LIKE A CHALLENGE, it wont hold your hand.. Absolutely fantastic adventure.
Expertly written, but you will need to devote some time to read through everything before getting started.

One negative is that some of the maps are not good (or even usable in some cases). Castle Ravenloft is made up of isometric
maps instead of 2d battle maps. To remedy this, I've worked with a community artist and optimized his maps for use in Fantasy
Grounds. They have all the pins moved over from the module for easy use. You can check them out for free on the  DMs Guild
. More complicated than Twisted Metal or Vigilante 8. Didn't really like it.. Early Access review -
Take some 90's DOOM, throw in Rogue-like elements, and voila!
That is "Still Not Dead" in a nutshell.

( brief video of me doing not-so-good here )
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4QKdFFnqf9s

The pixels are nice, if you played the Pre-GZ doom era, you know the drill, you cant look up or down, you dont need to -
there's a perk/curse system that you choose each level - if you took a perk this level, next level you are only given curses tp pick
from.

Or you can forgoe the perks/curse altogether.
Things such as - increased speed, shoot while running, 5x jumping height, there's alot of different perks/curses.

The gameplay is VERY fast.
you need to kill a certain number of enemies on the map to open a door, and if you take too long- an unkillable DEATH demon
comes after you and pretty much gives you a bad time

ON the maps you pick up money ( represented by British pounds £ ) and you can buy items you find, new weapons liek guns,
new melee weapons, and special items like barbed wire you can toss around to slow enemies down.

It's al pretty nostaligc for me, having grown up with games liek DOOM being top of the line x3

Recommended to anyone with a flair for old-school DOOM, roguelites, or stuff liek DEVil Daggers. It can't be played so slowly
and jerkily! I am completely disappointed.
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